This paper presents a contact analysis algorithm for pairs of rigid, curved, planar parts based on configuration space computation. The algorithm is part of a dynamical simulator for planar systems with changing contact topologies. The configuration space of a pair of parts is a data structure that encodes the contact configurations for all pairs of part features. The configuration spaces of the interacting pairs in the mechanical system are constructed before the simulation. At each time step, the simulator queries the configuration spaces for contact changes instead of performing collision detection. The simulator demonstrates the efficacy of the configuration space approach to contact analysis. It achieves real-time performance on systems with complex contact geometry, curved parts, and changing contacts.
Introduction
mance is unacceptable in applications with several complex parts. For example, the chain drive in Figure 10 has 9,860 possible contacts between the 34 links on the chain, the 20 teeth on the driving gear, and the 16 teeth on the driven gear. The collision detection heuristics are designed for loosely coupled systems where few parts are close together at most times and where part velocities are small relative to inter-part distances, such as a rolling ball amidst static objects and rock slides. It is unclear how well the heuristics work in the mechanical domain where many parts interact, contact changes are common, clearances are small, and parts are driven fast. The algorithms approximate curved parts with polyhedra, which creates spurious discontinuities in the contact functions that distort the dynamics. The approximation increases the simulation time when the parts interact often, which is the norm in mechanical systems because constrained motions are the building blocks of mechanical function.
This paper presents a contact analysis algorithm based on configuration space computation [19, 16, 25] . The configuration space of a pair of parts is a data structure that encodes the contact configurations for all pairs of part features. The configuration spaces of the interacting pairs are constructed before the start of the simulation and are stored and reused for subsequent simulations. At each time step, the simulator queries the configuration spaces for contact changes.
The practicality of this contact analysis algorithm hinges on the computational complexity of the configuration space computations and queries. We have developed a fast contact analysis algorithm for pairs of curved planar parts. This algorithm is the research contribution of the paper. A dynamical simulator for general planar systems was developed to test the algorithm and to support other mechanical design research. Planar systems cover most mechanisms and many other applications [13] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 describe the configuration space representation. Section 4 describes the contact analysis algorithm. Section 5 describes the dynamical simulator. Section 6 demonstrates the simulator on three systems with curved parts and many contact changes. Section 7 contains conclusions and plans for future work.
Configuration space
Configuration spaces are geometric encodings of generalized coordinates. The configuration space of a rigid planar part is a three-dimensional space with coordinates (x; y; ) where (x; y) is the position and is the orientation of the part coordinate frame with respect to a reference frame. The configuration space of parts A and B is the Cartesian product of the part configuration spaces with coordinates (x a ; y a ; a ; x b ; y b ; b ). The points in this space specify the positions and orientations of the parts relative to the reference frame. By attaching the reference frame to part B, one obtains a three-dimensional configuration space whose coordinates are the position and orientation of A 
We use the three-dimensional space because it is easier to compute, visualize, and query. The generic configuration space is specialized to encode the part geometry by partitioning the configurations into three disjoint classes: blocked space where the parts overlap, free space where they do not touch, and contact space where they touch without overlap. Blocked space represents the illegal configurations, free space represents the independent part motions, and contact space represents motion constraints induced by part contacts. Formal set theoretic definitions appear in Latombe [16] . The spaces have useful topological properties. Free and blocked space are open sets whose common boundary is contact space. Contact space is a closed set comprised of algebraic patches that represent contacts between part features.
The film advance of a movie camera illustrates these concepts ( Figure 1 ). The driver cam rotates about a shaft on the frame, while the enclosing follower is attached to the frame by a pin joint. As the cam rotates clockwise, the follower tip engages the film (not shown), pushes it down one frame, and retracts. The driver coordinate frame is at the center of the shaft, while the follower frame is at the center of the square profile. Figure 2a shows the = 0 cross-section of the driver/follower configuration space, which represents part translations at a fixed relative orientation. The contact space is a square that delimits the allowable cam translations at this orientation. The other slices have the same shape, since the cam has constant breadth, but are shifted horizontally and vertically. Figure 2b shows the three-dimensional configuration space. The free space forms a narrow spiral channel bounded by the contact contact patches. The blocked space is the exterior of the channel. 
Contact space
We have developed a configuration space computation program for planar pairs [24, 25] . The part boundary features are points, line segments, and circular arcs. These features suffice for most engineering applications with the exception of involute gears and precision cams which are best handled by specialized methods. The program computes an exact representation of contact space that supports efficient contact analysis: a graph whose nodes represent contact patches and whose arcs represent patch adjacencies. Each node contains a contact function that evaluates to zero on the patch, is positive in nearby free configurations, and is negative in nearby blocked configurations. Each graph arc contains a parametric representation of the boundary curve between its incident patches. This section describes the contact space representation; the algorithms appear elsewhere [23, 24] . A contact patch is a semi-algebraic set: a portion of an algebraic surface delimited by algebraic curves (Figure 3 ). The algebraic surface consists of the configurations where two algebraic features touch. These features are lines or circles. The patch is the subset of this surface where the actual, semi-algebraic features touch. These features are line segments or circular arcs. The patch is further restricted when it intersects other patches, which occurs when its contact is subsumed by other contacts.
There is one family of contact functions for each combination of touching features: moving arc/fixed line, moving line/fixed arc, and moving arc/fixed arc. Contacts involving points are identical to those for arcs of radius zero. Line/line contacts are subsumed by line/point contacts. Figure 4a shows an arc/line contact. The contact condition is that the distance between the center o of the arc and the line lm equals the arc radius r:
where denotes the planar cross-product, bold letters denote planar vectors, d is the length of the line segment, and its interior lies to the left when traversed from l to m. The contact normal n is the orthogonal complement of the line segment and the contact point is o rn. Figure 4b shows an arc/arc contact. The contact condition is that the distance between the centers equals the sum of the radii:
where r and s are positive for convex arcs and negative for concave arcs. The contact normal is n = o p and the contact point is as before.
The contact functions are obtained from Equations (2- The geometry of a patch boundary curve depends on that of the two pairs of touching features in the adjacent patches. There are six families of curves, one for each pair of patch types, for example moving arc/fixed arc patch intersects moving arc/fixed line patch. We have derived parametric expressions for each type of curve by extending Donald's [5] method from polygons to circular arcs. The contact surfaces are two-parameter families of points. Equations (4-5) define arc/line contact surfaces as one-parameter families of lines parameterized by , while Equation (6) defines arc/arc contact surfaces as one-parameter families of circles. The boundary curve of two adjacent patches is a parametric curve (u( ); v( )) whose value at = 0 is computed by intersecting the corresponding members of the two families. The computation is well-conditioned unless the curves are almost tangent or almost parallel, in which case the program interpolates from nearby values.
Contact analysis
Configuration spaces support a geometric form of contact analysis in which part overlap tests are replaced by curve/surface intersections. As the parts of a system move, the configurations of the interacting pairs trace paths in their configuration spaces ( Figure 3 ). A pair makes contact (collides) when its path crosses from free to contact space. The contact point shifts between feature pairs when the path intersects contact patch boundaries. The pair separates when the path crosses from contact to free space. The discrete nature of numerical integration complicates contact analysis, since most contact changes fall between integration steps. Collisions appear as transitions from free to blocked space. Contact shifts appear as transitions between the interiors of adjacent patches. Separations appear as transitions from positive to negative normal contact forces. The contact analysis task is to find these three types of changes.
The contact analysis algorithm tests all pairs of parts for contact changes between the previous and current configurations. If it detects changes, it computes the configuration at which the first change occurs. Both steps are performed with change functions: continuous functions that are positive before the contact change, zero at it, and negative afterward. Figure 5 summarizes the change functions for the three types of contact changes. The first two appear elsewhere [1, 22] , while the rest are new. The algorithm detects contact changes when the functions change sign between the previous and the current configuration. It computes change configurations by bisection search between the two configurations. The trajectory is interpolated linearly between these configurations. It could be evaluated more accurately by higher order interpolation or by numerical integration, but that has proven unnecessary because of the small step sizes in mechanical system simulation. Sign changes in the contact functions are necessary conditions for collisions, but are not sufficient because the functions describe the algebraic contact surfaces, not the actual, semi-algebraic patches. Hence, collisions are detected by testing the current configuration for membership in blocked space. We use a standard computational geometry algorithm that intersects the line segment between the previous and current configurations with the contact space. The algorithm intersects the segment with every patch that passes a quick filtering test and reports the first intersection if any. The filtering step is necessary because typical contact spaces contain many patches, few of which are near the line segment. For example, the movie camera has 96 patches and the chain gear has 150 for each of the 34 link/driving gear pairs and 118 for each of the link/driven gear pairs. But fewer than five patches pass the filtering test on average. Other pairs have thousands of patches [23] .
The filtering step partitions the configuration space into cubes and forms a list of patches that intersects each cube. The computation happens once and takes linear time in the number of cubes. Each collision test retrieves the cubes that the line segment intersects and then intersects the segment with their patches. An algorithm with fixed size cubes has proven adequate, but one that varies the size to match the patch density might be more efficient.
The intersection step tests if the line segment intersects the algebraic surface of the patch by evaluating its defining function at the segment endpoint. An intersection occurs if the value is negative. Bisection search is used to find the intersection point. Convergence is fast because the segment is usually short. The intersection point is reported if it lies on the patch, which occurs if it lies on the correct side of every boundary curve.
The configuration space computation program constructs contact patches with simple boundaries that are easy to test for point inclusion. Each patch has a left neighbor with a parametric boundary curve (u l ( ); v l ( )), a right neighbor with a parametric boundary curve (u r ( ); v r ( )), any number of bottom neighbors with boundary curves = b , and any number of top neighbors with boundary curves = t . A point (u; v; ) on the contact surface lies on the patch if l r and u l u u r and min(v l ; v r ) v max(v l ; v r ).
Dynamical simulator
We have implemented a dynamical simulator to test the configuration space method of contact analysis. The inputs are the shapes and material properties of the parts, the configuration spaces of the interacting pairs, the external forces, and a simulation time. The simulator repeatedly formulates equations of motion, integrates them one time step, and tests for contact changes until the simulation time elapses. When a contact change is found, it updates the contact set and the impact velocities and resumes integration from the change configuration. The outputs at each time step are the part configurations, the part velocities, and the contact forces.
Dynamical simulation involves choices of coordinate systems, equations of motion, contact force models, and numerical integrators. We picked well-known methods, so as to focus on contact analysis. The vast literature on simulation is replete with alternate methods, but these are not surveyed because they are not the topic of the paper.
The simulator uses Cartesian coordinates (x; y; ) for each part relative to a fixed external frame with the part frame at the center of mass. It uses the Newtonian equations of motion m x = f x + c x m y = f y + c y I = + c
with m the mass of the part, f x and f y the components of the external force acting on the part, c x and c y the components of the contact force, I the moment of inertia, the external torque, and c the contact torque. The external forces and torques can be any function of the system state. The contact force and torque on a part are the sums of the pairwise forces and torques over all touching parts. The contact forces are derived from the set of active contact constraints, called the contact set, each of which is one of Equations (4-6). The simulator integrates Equations (7), which are differential-algebraic equations, by a method suggested by Haug [10] . The next state is predicted by fourth-order Runga-Kutta integration with an adaptive step size. The predictor ignores the algebraic relations between the configuration variables due to the contact equations, so its output need not preserve them (even within the integration precision). The predicted state is corrected by picking a maximal independent set of configuration variables and solving the contact equations for the other variables. The contact equations come from the contact set. The independent set is computed by Gaussian elimination on their Jacobian matrix. Newton-Raphson iteration is used to compute the other variables. The iteration almost always converges quickly because a single integration step produces a small initial error. If it diverges, the predictor/corrector algorithm is invoked with a smaller step size. This algorithm is inefficient on systems with hundreds of degrees of freedom and fails at singular configurations. Solutions are available to both problems [10, 12] , but neither has arisen in the test simulations.
The integrator computes contact forces by solving a system of linear equations, called second variational equations, that it derives from the contact set. The equations appear elsewhere [1] . The method fails at indeterminate configurations, which have multiple solutions or no solutions. This is a basic limitation of rigid-body dynamics, but has not arisen in the test simulations.
The integrator output is valid as long as no contact or friction changes occur during the time step. The simulator detects contact changes with the algorithm described in the previous section.
It detects friction changes with the standard functions: f n j s f t j for shifts from static to dynamic friction and t ( _p _q) for shifts from dynamic to static friction. Here f t is the tangential contact force, u s is the coefficient of static friction, t is the unit contact tangent, and t ( _ p _ q) is the tangential velocity at the contact point. The simulator updates the contact set to reflect the new contact situation.
The simulator updates the velocity of impact pairs with the user's choice of the Wang and Mason [29] generalization of Poisson's hypothesis or of the Kraus and Kumar [15] local deformation algorithm. Collisions can occur when parts make contact or when touching parts cross patch boundaries. The second case is due to the possible derivative discontinuity at patch boundaries. Both impact methods have shortcomings, as do other impact models. Any other model can be substituted without modifying the rest of the program.
The simulator updates the contact set based on a heuristic algorithm. A linear complementarity approach is also possible [18] . The simulator seeks the maximal subset of touching pairs for which the variational equations yield solutions with positive normal contact forces and with consistent friction forces. It excludes pairs whose relative normal velocity is pointed toward the part exteriors, since these contacts break immediately. It generates all subsets in order of decreasing size, computes their contact forces, and returns the first set whose forces are all positive. In practice, the first set is almost always correct, meaning that all contacts with zero normal velocity gives rise to contact forces. This algorithm is incorrect for indeterminate configurations: it cannot detect multiple solutions and it fails when there is no solution. Once again, this is a basic limitation of rigid-body dynamics, but has not arisen in simulations.
Experimental results
We have tested the dynamical simulator on a dozen mechanical systems. The systems have between 4 and 40 moving parts with lower and higher pairs and with open and closed kinematic chains. They are hard to simulate with mechanical system simulators because the higher pairs and contact changes need to be modeled by hand. The collision detection approach is problematic because the parts are curved, clearances are small, contact changes are frequent, and velocities are high. Our simulator performs correctly on all the tests: it detects the contact changes and enforces the contact constraints within a specified tolerance of 0.01% of the part dimensions. The simulations run in real time, except for the chain drive where impact force computation takes several minutes with the Kumar model. The configuration spaces are computed in under a second for pairs with two degrees of freedom, which comprise 90% of pairs [13] , and in a few minutes for other pairs. The running times are for a Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 workstation with 64MB of main memory and a 250 Mhz processor. The simulator is written in Lisp, which is convenient for software prototyping because it supports list processing and interactive programming, but is slower than C or Fortan. All figures are direct program output.
Geneva pair
The first example is a simple, but realistic scenario involving the design of a Geneva pair ( Figure 6 ). The nominal design involves part play, which induces many contact changes during the work cycle.
The driver consists of a driving pin and a locking arc segment mounted on a cylindrical base (not shown). The wheel consists of four locking arc segments and four slots. The driver rotates around axis A and the wheel rotates around axis B. Rotating the driver causes intermittent rotation of the wheel with drive periods where the driver pin engages the wheel slots and with dwell periods where the driver locking segment engages the wheel locking segments. The design goal is to maximize the throughput of an assembly line where the Geneva pair alternately advances and locks a conveyor belt. The simulation task is to test a range of driving torques to see how fast the pair can be driven. The pair has only two degrees of freedom, so the simulator constructs a two-dimensional configuration space whose coordinates are the part orientations (a torus), rather than a threedimensional relative configuration space. The free space forms a single channel that wraps around impact  torque  velocity  force  velocity  1  60  13  8  63  5  120  32  20  139  10  180  46  40  196  20  300  71  158  227  50  600  114 253 448 the horizontal and vertical boundaries. The diagonal segments represent contacts between the driver pin and the wheel slots, which rotate the wheel. The horizontal segments represent contacts between locking arc segments, which hold the wheel stationary. As the driver rotates, the configuration follows the channel with the wheel rotating in the diagonal segments and blocking in the horizontal segments. The fact that the free space forms a two-dimensional channel, rather than a one-dimensional curve, indicates necessary part play, which we investigate during the dynamical simulation. The Geneva pair is simulated under a range of driving torques to see how fast it can be driven. Figure 6 shows the part dimensions at 1:2 scale. The clearance between the driver pin and the cam slot is 1mm and the clearance between the driver arc and the cam arc is .68mm. The coefficient of restitution is 0.3 and the frictional coefficients are 0, which are typical values for lubricated steel parts. Each part has a moment of inertia of 1 Newton-centimeter 2 , which corresponds roughly to a mass of one kilogram uniformly distributed over its profile. Figure 7 shows two typical cycles under a driving torque of 5 Newton-centimeters. The velocity plot is annotated with the first few contact changes. The driver pin starts outside the wheel slot, bounces off the slot top at time 1, bounces off the slot bottom at time 2, starts pushing the slot top at time 3, breaks contact at time 4, hits the slot bottom at time 5, resumes pushing the slot top at time 6, switches to contact with the slot bottom at time 7, and leaves the slot at time 8. The second cycle resembles the first, except that a larger impact with the slot bottom slows down the driver and lengthens the cycle. Figure 8 summarizes the steady-state function obtained from simulating driving torques of 1 to 50 Newton-centimeter for 50 seconds. The pair reaches steady-state within one cycle. The cycle frequency increases with the driving torque, but at the cost of increased contact forces and impact velocities, which can increase part wear and can cause failure due to deformation or fracture. The simulation results provide the input to finite-element codes that test for these failures.
Escapement governor
The second example is an escapement-type balance governor of the type used in clocks and in other timing mechanisms (Figure 9a ). Dynamical simulation allows designers to design escapement governors without building and tuning physical prototypes. They can use simulation to verify the qualitative function, the period, and the other dynamical properties. The example consists of a balance wheel, an anchor, and an escapement. Each part rotates around a fixed axis. The balance wheel is oscillated by a spiral spring with the pin vertical in the neutral position. The balance wheel pin engages the anchor fork and oscillates the anchor. The escapement rotates clockwise due to a constant torque imposed by a weight. The anchor pallets alternately engage and release the escapement, causing it to rotate by one tooth each anchor period. The impacts provide the energy that oscillates the balance wheel. This mechanism is extremely hard to analyze with mechanical systems simulators because the user needs to compute the contact sequences and the contact constraints for many part features. Suppose the escapement is required to turn two teeth per second. The moments of inertia are 1 Newton-centimeter 2 for the balance, 1 Newton-centimeter 2 for the anchor, and 5 Newtoncentimeter 2 for the escapement. Friction is neglected. A spring coefficient of 2 produces a natural spring period of two cycles per second. Simulating the mechanism with a range of driving torques reveals that it works with 20 Newton-centimeters, but fails with 30 Newton-centimeters. Figure 9b shows the anchor/escapement configuration space with the correct motion path. The failure path starts correctly, but fails to clear the bottom, left horizontal segment of the contact space when moving from left to right. Instead, it reverses direction and ends in the bottom, left corner.
Chain drive
The third example is a chain drive that consists of a driving wheel, a driven wheel, and a chain (Figure 10a ). The driving gear rotates the chain, which rotates the driven gear. The chain drive illustrates the complexity of contact analysis in mechanical assemblies with many moving parts. The challenge is to detect the meshing and unmeshing configurations of the link/gear pairs despite the tight clearances and the many contact changes.
The driving gear has 20 teeth and the driven gear has 16 teeth. The wheels are mounted on the frame (not shown). The chain consists of 34 links connected by revolute joints. Each link consists of a pin and a cylinder connected by two rectangular plates. The pins fit into the cylinders of the adjacent links to form the revolute joints. The links form higher pairs with the gears.
One configuration space is used to analyze all the link/driving wheel contacts because the links are identical. A second configuration space is used for the link/driven wheel contacts. The configuration spaces are three-dimensional because the links have three degrees of freedom. But they are symmetric under link rotation because the only functional feature is the circular pin. We pick the link as the moving part, place its coordinate frame at the pin center, place the gear frames at their centers, and compute a planar configuration space in which the pin orientation is ignored. The planar space predicts the same contacts as the full space, but the computation is hundreds of times faster. The link interactions are modeled with standard revolute joints.
Conclusions
This paper presents a contact analysis algorithm for systems of curved planar parts based on configuration space computation. The algorithm is an alternative to manual contact analysis and to collision detection algorithms. It is part of a dynamical simulator for planar systems with lower and higher pairs, open and closed kinematic loops, and changing contact topologies. The simulator is reliable (never missing contact changes) and fast for systems with complex contact geometry, curved parts, and tight clearances, such as clock escapements, chain drives, and part feeders. The contact analysis algorithm can be used with any integration algorithm and impact model. The contact analysis algorithm can be extended from lines and circular arcs to other types of part features, such as splines, by deriving the requisite contact constraints. We give this low priority because few mechanical systems exhibit complex features, except for involute gears and precision cams for which specialized analysis techniques are available. Extending the algorithm to spatial systems is difficult because the configuration spaces are six-dimensional. We plan to address special cases that cover most applications, such as spatial parts with one degree of freedom and planar parts with almost planar motions. An alternative is a local, incremental algorithm that computes configuration space regions in the neighborhood of the current configuration [14] .
